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first, you must select an item on the sales order. second, click on the pick or
place checkbox. third, choose the document type. the source field specifies
the source document. the item name field specifies the item name or serial
number. the serial or lot field specifies the serial or lot number. finally, the
qty. field specifies the quantity. as of now, it is clear that inflow inventory

will never replace the need to keep in-depth records for inventory
management. as an inventory management software, inflow inventory
cannot be used to manage stock. you can create and import inventory
transactions. you can run reports and analyze your inventory. inflow

inventory is a great alternative to using excel for inventory management. in
this case, the status of the status of the item's status is shown. the status

types include active, pending, and canceled. for example, an item is placed
on the receiving dock for shipment, but the item is not yet shipped. if the
item is not shipped, then you can still perform inventory reconciliation. in

addition, you can use the status type to inflow inventory inventory to
analyze inventory. an item has a status of pending, and you are not sure if it

is going to be shipped. you can review the history of the item's status. by
viewing the history, you will see how the status was changed. the inflow

inventorycan be used to perform item reconciliation. you can reconcile items
by the name, vendor, or serial number. you can also reconcile the items by

their lot number. the inflow inventory can be used for processes such as
inflow inventory inventory monitoring. the status of the item can be

changed. you can track the items to ensure that they stay in good condition.
in addition, you can set due dates to ensure that all items are processed
within an acceptable time frame. this lets you ensure that the items are
finished and ready to be shipped. this is only a partial list of what inflow

inventory can do for you.
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